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Network-wide Impacts
A measure of Upside’s impact on on multiple gas  
stations

Abstract

For fuel merchants working to increase volume and 
profitability across multiple stations in the same geographic 
area, Upside drives growth across entire networks. A study of 
Client C verified this claim, answering the question of whether 
Upside drives customers from one Client C station to another, 
or provides an overall lift in volume and profit across all of 
the merchant’s stations. Data showed that, on net, Upside 
increased gallons sold and profit for Client C, with a 42% 
return on investment across all their stations. Though Upside 
did shift a minimal amount of gallons between stations, the 
platform lifted overall volume and profitability across Client 
C’s entire network.
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Case Study Network-wide Impacts

Experimental Design

In October 2018, all of Client C’s stations were placed on the Upside platform. For three months 
after launch, Upside measured incrementality–the portion of gallons sold and profit made at a 
given location that is attributable to Upside–for each individual Client C station. Analysts then 
extended this measurement to account for Client C’s entire network by merging the anonymized 
transaction data from all Client C stations for the three months before and after launching the 
stations on Upside. 

Once all the stations’ transaction data was combined, Upside re-analyzed the behavior 
of every single consumer across this one very large station (the network) and tracked 
movement. Users that bought more than they did historically were recorded as 
“incremental” or “positive,” users that bought the same amount as before but shifted to 
different a station were recorded as “not incremental” or “neutral,” and users that used 
to buy in the network but were driven outside the network were recorded as “negative  
incremental” or “negative.” With this level of detail, analysts were able to more accurately measure 
and compare incrementality on both the site and network levels, allowing Upside to determine if 
the platform was shifting gallons between stations or driving growth across the entire network.

Client C

Client C owns over 200 gas stations in one of the top-five most populated cities in the United 
States. While the stations fly two different fuel brands, they all have one, unified convenience 
store brand with strong consumer recognition in Client C’s market. In fact, customers often go 
out of their way to seek out Client C’s convenience stores. With so many stations in the same 
geographic area, Client C was concerned that Upside’s platform would move customers between 
branded stations and fail to provide an overall lift in gallons sold profitably across the entire 
network of stations. 
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Graphic 1:  
All Upside Users on Site and Network Levels
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Overall Takeaway
Though Upside did shift a minimal amount of gallons between stations, the 
platform lifted overall volume and profitability across Client C’s entire network. 
While Upside has done reasonably well in disincentivizing movement between 
a merchant’s stations, product developers continue to improve the platform 
and optimize its impact network-wide.

Client C Results 

Only four percent of the transactions recorded on the site-level were not incremental at the 
network level, indicating that the number of gallons shifted between stations is minimal. Regarding 
incremental profit, Upside calculated a 42% return on investment at the site-level within 90 days 
of launch. 

To determine Client C’s return on investment across the whole network, Upside removed the 
promotions and fees on the shifted gallons–the four percent of transactions previously mentioned–
and still saw a 38 percent return on investment for Client C across all its stations. Network-level 
profit was four percent lower than recorded at the site-level, as shown in the graph below.


